May 13 - Test & Tune Top 10 List
1. There are 4 run groups; 2 closed wheel, 1 school and 1 open wheel
2. The 2 closed wheel groups are split by expected lap times. SE46 and faster, are in
CW1. PRO3 and slower are in CW2. See Bob Mearns if not sure or if you’re not
comfortable in your group after your first session. The groups are not set in
stone.
3. Track entry and exit is at turn 8. Pre-grid and the hot pits are not in use today. If
taking tire pressures or temps, etc. please exit at turn 8.
4. Line up for your session at turn 8. Leave room for cars in the current session to
re-enter.
5. Always check for cars coming up from turn 7.
6. 20 - minute sessions, each run group gets 6 sessions. These are short sessions,
designed to give you an opportunity to tweak, test, repeat.
7. The checkered flag will be shown approximately 17 minutes into each session, to
get cars off track in time to send the next group out. The checkered will be
shown at start / finish AND at turn 4. If you see the checkered at turn 4, exit at
turn 8 that lap. Do not pass start / finish.
8. The schedule may be adjusted or shortened if we have on-track incidents which
require session stoppage for cleanup.
9. There is open passing BUT this is a test & tune, not a race. See previous item and
think about what it would feel like to be THE GUY who cost 50 people a lot of
track time that they paid for. Save the low percentage moves for another day.
10.We have a hard stop at 4pm, for drags – and have FUN!

